Abstract-A key aspect of many resource allocation problems is the need for the resource controller to compute a function, such as the max or arg max, of the competing users' metrics. Information must be exchanged between the competing users and the resource controller in order for this function to be computed. In many practical resource controllers, the competing users' metrics are communicated to the resource controller, which then computes the desired extremization function. However, in this paper, it is shown that information rate savings can be obtained by recognizing that the controller only needs to determine the result of this extremization function. If the extremization function is to be computed losslessly, the rate savings are shown in most cases to be at most 2 b independent of the number of competing users. Motivated by the small savings in the lossless case, simple achievable schemes for both the lossy and interactive variants of this problem are considered. It is shown that both of these approaches have the potential to realize large rate savings, especially in the case where the number of competing users is large. For the lossy variant, it is shown that the proposed simple achievable schemes are in fact close to the fundamental limit given by the rate distortion function.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N THIS paper we consider a problem in which a series of N users have access to independent sequences X n = X n,t |t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } , n ∈ {1, . . . , N} of independent and identically distributed observations X n,t from a known distribution on a set X ⊂ R + , a subset of the non-negative real numbers. The users compress their observations for transmission to a chief estimating officer (CEO), as depicted in Fig. 1 , that wishes to know for each element in the sequence one of the following: 1) the largest observation, i.e. max n∈{1,...,N} X n,t for each t; 2) a source having the largest observation, i.e. any member of arg max n∈{1,...,N} X n,t for each t, or;
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TIT.2016.2524576 3) both the largest observation and a user having the largest observation. We refer the three cases as the max problem, the arg max problem, and the (max, arg max) problem, respectively, and refer to them collectively as the problem of calculating extrema. This generic indirect extrema computation problem finds examples in several fields; Table I lists a few of these. We consider three in more detail here:
Example 1 (Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) Resource Allocation): Rateless coding, also known as fixed-to-variable coding [3] , can achieve performance close to the channel capacity without requiring the explicit feedback of channel state information and use of adaptive modulation and coding in a single user system [4] , [5] . These schemes operate by enabling the block length (in channel uses) for the modulation and coding to stretch or shrink based on the received channel quality in a manner that closely resembles H-ARQ. Rather than feeding back channel quality, the receiver only needs to indicate when it has successfully decoded the transmitted message, which it learns through an outer error detection code. In a multiuser OFDMA system, the base station (BS) needs to assign mobile stations (MSs) to subblocks of channels, even when a rateless code is used (Fig. 2) . If the BS wishes to maximize the sum-rate across users, the uplink feedback from the MS only needs to enable the basestation to determine a MS that has the best channel -i.e., to compute a element in the arg max. The BS does not need to know the actual channel gain/capacity. Once the BS has decided which user to schedule on a particular collection of subbands, it must signal this resource decision on the downlink as overhead control 0018-9448 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. information in addition to the data to be transmitted to the user itself. These resource decisions form control information, along with the MS's feedback, which contribute to control overheads that are surprisingly large-the control overheads account for ≈ 25-30% of all downlink transmission in the LTE standard [6] .
Anycasting is a transmission scheme in which a sender wishes to send a message to a group of potential receivers and ensure that it is received by at least one receiver [7] . This is contrasted with broadcasting, where every receiver is required to receive the message. In this context, the CEO is the BS and the sources at the different receivers are the channel gains/capacities on the downlinks. The BS needs to know the largest channel capacity in order to select an appropriate transmission rate -i.e., to compute the max. Replacing max with min, this setup becomes a broadcasting problem. By knowing the smallest channel capacity, the BS can select a rate that ensures its message is received by all of the users.
Traditional adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) [8] proceeds by first defining a finite collection of codes and modulation schemes associated with different information rates r k measured in bits per channel use. The index k ∈ {1, . . . , K } indicating which scheme to use is called the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) index. The receiver measures the channel quality using reference or training signals, or pilots, and determines the information rate among this finite set corresponding to a modulation and coding scheme achieving a given target probability of error. The associated index k, or some quantization of it, is then fed back to the transmitter under the label channel quality indicator (CQI). The transmitter then takes into consideration factors such as the amount of data waiting to be sent to the various receivers associated with it and their necessary quality of service, then selects the modulation and coding scheme to use when transmitting to them. For this case of Traditional AMC, the basestation wishes to compute both the max and arg max.
Example 2 (Economics): When a seller has a commodity that it wishes to sell, it sets the price with respect to the market [9] . If the seller wants to ensure that it does not price itself out of the market, it would want to compute the max of the individual valuations of a representative sample of the market.
We think of the CEO as selling a series of goods each through auctions to a set of independent buyers. For instance, the CEO could be a market maker in a securities market determining the bid price of each of a series of securities based on interactions via a series of orders from other market participants making their orders in parallel. For each security the market maker must determine the largest bid (max), and who made it (arg max). Similarly, in a sealed-bid first-price auction, the buyers submit bids in "sealed" envelopes and the highest bidder is the winner, paying their bid amount [10] . The auctioneer has no need for recovering this bids of the other users and is effectively computing both a arg max and max.
Example 3 (Sensor Network/Intrusion Detection [11] ): A collection of sensor nodes are monitoring an area large enough that individual sensor readings are independent. As a very simple model, we can take the local sensor outputs to be binary: 0 if no intruder is present, 1 if an intruder is present. Computing the arg max determines where an intruder is (if in fact there is one); computing the max sensor reading determines if an intruder is present but not where, and; computing both determines if and where an intruder is present.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we review the existing literature concerning fundamental limits and achievable schemes for the non-interactive lossless and lossy estimation in CEO problems. We also review literature for the interactive variant of this problem wherein the users and CEO are allowed to interactively communicate over multiple rounds. Next we formalize the mathematical model for this problem and propose distortion measures that are naturally derived from our example applications in Section III. In Section IV, we derive the fundamental limit on rate to estimate the three extrema functions losslessly (in the usual Shannon sense) and propose a scheme to achieve this limit. We observe that the rate savings compared with the source recovery (i.e. Slepian-Wolf (SW) [12] ) are not large. In Section V, we consider the same problem, but allow the CEO to estimate the extrema functions in a lossy manner. We compute the rate-distortion function numerically (Section V-B) and compare it with an achievable scheme based on scalar quantization (Section V-C & Section V-D), showing that the achievable schemes yield sum-rate distortion performance close to fundamental limits. Finally in Section VI, we consider interactive communication [13] between the CEO and the users that enable the CEO to losslessly determine the max, arg max or the pair. For both the one-shot lossy and interactive lossless case, we show that the rate savings relative to source reconstruction can be substantial.
II. RELATED WORK
The paper is considering distributed function computation in both lossless and lossy contexts, as well as with and without the use of interaction between the users and the CEO. In this section we review some of the related results of the literature from each of these contexts.
A. Related Work-Lossless
Results for distributed function computation build on early work that considered two-terminal function computation with side information [14] , [15] . In this problem, a transmitter encodes a source it observes into a message to a receiver which has at its disposal a second source jointly distributed with the transmitters source, and the receiver wishes to compute a function of the two sources. Witsenhausen considered the problem of minimizing the encoder's alphabet size with the constraint that the computation needs to be zero-error [14] , and proved the minimum alphabet size is related to the chromatic number of a characteristic graph. Orlitsky et al. considered a similar problem setup, but instead of zero-error they allowed an asymptotically small probability of error [15] . With this assumption, they showed the fundamental limit on rate is the graph entropy of the characteristic graph.
Shifting back to the CEO setup [16] in which the CEO wants to compute a function of the sources from two or more users, Gelfand and Pinsker [17] considered a model wherein the CEO wants to decode a function Z of the N individually encoded sources with decoding error arbitrarily close to 0. The authors provided an inner bound for this problem involving auxiliary variables, that they proved to be tight if there exists a deterministic function F(Z ) such that
More recently, the distributed function computation problem has also been considered in [18] and [19] . Doshi et al. provided a rate region expression for this problem under a constraint that they term a "zig-zag" condition [19] . They showed that any achievable rate point can be realized by graph coloring at each user and SW encoding the colors. Sefidgaran et al. derived inner and outer bounds to the rate region under for a class of tree structured networks, which includes the classical CEO problem formulation. They also showed that the two bounds coincide with each other if the sources are independent and hence obtained an expression for the rate region [18] , [20] . As will be explained in greater detail later, the extremization functions considered in this manuscript have the feature that they are incompletely defined, in the sense that any response in set of values can be equally deemed a correct computation of the function, and thus CEO only needs to know one value from this set rather than the whole set. This requires some minor adaptation of the results from [18] and [20] , which is otherwise easily adapted to yield the fundamental limits for the lossless variant of the model considered in this paper.
B. Related Work-Lossy
Lossy distributed function computation relaxes the requirement that the CEO computes the function exactly, and instead allows it to select a result within a bounded expected distortion from the function [16] . The fundamental limit in this case is expressed as a rate distortion region, describing the relationship between the rates of the messages sent from each of the users and the expected distortion that the CEO incurs. The Berger Tung bounds [21] , [22] provide bounds on the rate distortion region for the CEO problem which can be further tightened [23] , and the exact rate distortion region has been calculated for the special cases of independent sources [24] and jointly Gaussian distributed sources with squared error distortion [25] , [26] . A related observation by Gastpar [27] showed that inner and outer bounds for the multiterminal source coding problem, where the decoder must reproduce the individual observations within separate distortion constraints based on its side information and messages from the users, match under the special case where the sources are conditionally independent given the side information. The non-iterative lossy problems selected in this manuscript are a special case of the CEO problem with independent sources, and hence the algorithm from [24] will be utilized to calculate the rate distortion region and the sum-rate distortion function.
Several results are known about the structure of compression schemes which can approach the rate distortion fundamental limits for the CEO problem. It is known, for instance, that for discrete valued random variables, scalar quantization with block entropy encoding is optimal [28] . Zamir et al. considered the distributed encoding and centralized decoding of continuous valued sources and established that lattice quantization followed by SW encoding is optimal asymptotically in rate [29] . When the sources are Gaussian and the distortion is mean squared error (MSE), local vector quantizers followed by SW coding is optimal, not just asymptotically [30] .
Related recent work by Misra et al. considered the problem of distributed functional scalar quantization (DFSQ) [31] . By focusing on the high-resolution regime and assuming a MSE distortion, the authors are able to make several approximations to obtain distortion expressions that are optimal asymptotically (i.e., as the rate goes to infinity). The problems in this paper assume a different distortion measure, derive an exact expression for the distortion as a function of the quantizer parameters, and derive necessary conditions for optimal parameters, then solve these conditions to determine achievable sum-rate distortion tradeoffs, which are then compared with fundamental limits computed from [24] .
C. Related Work-Interaction
The literature reviewed thus far has considered the situation in which the users may each only send one message to the CEO, and are not capable of overhearing other users messages or any feedback from the CEO when forming their message.
In interactive communication, by contrast, message passing is enabled both forward and backward and multiple times between two or more terminals.
The simplest model of interactive source coding involves two terminals, each observing IID sequences which are dependent on the other terminal's observations, which communicate with one another in hopes of determining the other terminal's observation up to a certain fidelity. Kaspi provided an expression for the rate distortion region for this problem in [32] . Building upon this result, Ishwar and Ma have shown that that interactive communication strictly improves the Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion function [33] . Furthermore, they have also shown that in some distributed function computation problems, interactive communication can provide substantial benefits over non-interactive codes and infinite-many rounds of interaction may still improve the rate-region [13] . Ishwar, Ma, and Gupta have in fact also determined the rate region for a model where a series of terminals take turns sending messages to a CEO desiring to compute a function of their collective observations, and can overhear one anothers' messages perfectly [34] .
Given the insights these papers have provided about rate savings enabled through interaction, in Section VI, we will provide an interactive achievability scheme that demonstrates substantial gains enabled by interaction for the case of extremization functions. The particular achievability scheme selected is inspired from a selective multiuser diversity (SMUD) [35] and multi-predefined thresholds [36] schemes.
III. MODEL SPECIFICATION
As stated previously, we are considering the N user CEO problem for estimating either max, arg max, or the pair (max, arg max). The n th user observes the sequence x n (X n,t : t ∈ [T ]) of non-negative random variables. 1 Let x ( x n : n ∈ [N]). We assume that the sources are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) across both users (n) and the sequence (t); that is
The quantities we are interested in for our problem are
as the users with the maximum n th source output and
as the maximum n th source output. Specifically for the arg max case, we consider a class of problems where we need not estimate the set Z A (t), but rather any representative user from this set.
A. Distortion Measures
The most commonly encountered distortion measures in information theory are the Hamming and squared error, however, neither of these are appropriate for the problems 1 For any integer n, let [n] {1, . . . , n}. Table II . Hamming distortion is "all-or-nothing" in that all estimation errors are treated the same. Squared error distortion more heavily penalizes larger estimation errors, but treats under-and overestimation the same. As we will explain in further detail, for the problems of interest, over-estimation needs to be more heavily penalized then under-estimation. With that in mind, we propose the following distortion measures. For estimating the max, the distortion measure is 
This distortion is a combination of under-estimating the max value, provided the estimate does not exceed the value of the user estimated as having the max value. It also captures the loss due to over-estimation, both exceeding the estimated arg max user's value or exceeding the actual max value. Again, it reflects the actual loss in capacity (Example 1) or revenue (Example 2) associated with selecting the userẐ A and offering it a rate/price Z M , relative to an omniscient controller having all of the network state and making these decisions perfectly. If the rate or price selected is lower than the selected user's, than the allocation will be successful, and the loss is the difference between that rate/price offered and the original rate/price the user observed. However, if the rate or price offered is higher than that of the selected user, then the allocation will be unsuccessful, either because communication will be unsuccessful (Example 1) or the user will not overpay their price (Example 2), and the full potential achieved by an omniscient controller (the actual maximum) price is lost. Depending on the extrema problem being considered,
as the distortion between sequences. Finally, denote
where the expectation is with respect to joint distribution on the sources. In the next section, we consider the problem of finding the minimum sum rate necessary for computing the different extremization functions with arbitrarily small probability, which we will show, for the problems under considration, to be equivalent to constraining the distortion to D = 0. Later, we will consider the problem of the minimum sum rate necessary for computing the different extremization functions with a non-zero upper bound on the distortion D.
IV. LOSSLESS EXTREMIZATION
In this section, we determine the minimum amount of information necessary to remotely solve the extremization problems with zero distortion, and show that it is in a sense equivalent to the rate required to calculate a particular function in a lossless manner. We begin by reviewing the fundamental limits required to losslessly compute a function of a series of independent sources at a remote terminal from non-interactive messages. Building on these results, we calculate the mimimum sum-rate for the arg max problem based on graph coloring Section IV-B. We then compute the fundamental limits for the max and (arg max, max) functions in Section IV-C, showing that no rate can be saved relative to simply forwarding the observations in these problems unless min X = 0.
A. Fundamental Limits for Lossless Distributed Function Computation
In [15] , a related problem is considered in which the node observing X 1 sends a message to the node observing X 2 in such a manner that the function
, taking values from the set Z T , can be computed losslessly. In this problem, a rate R is said to be achievable if for every > 0 there exists a sufficiently large T and K with R ≥ K T , and an encoder ϕ :
Orlitsky and Roche proved that for given X 1 , X 2 and Z , the infimum of the set of achievable rates is
where H G (X 1 |X 2 ) is the conditional graph entropy of the characteristic graph of this problem in [15] . The characteristic graph G of X 1 , X 2 , and Z is a generalization of the definition given by Witsenhausen [14] . Its vertex set is the support set X of X 1 , and distinct vertices x 1 , x 1 are adjacent if there is a x 2 such that p(
The conditional graph entropy is
where (G) is the set of all maximal independent sets in G, W is a random variable that has (G) as its support set, and the minimization is over all conditional probabilities p(w|x 1 ) which is supported on those maximal independent sets w containing the vertex x 1 , with the constraint that W , X 1 and X 2 form a Markov chain. Additionally, conditional graph entropy can be related to coloring a certain product graph. In particular, the OR-product graph G T 1 (V T , E T ), based on the characteristic graph G 1 of X 1 , X 2 and f , has a vertex set V T = X T , and distinct vertices (x 1,1 , . . . , x 1,T ),(x 1,1 , . . . , x 1,T ) are connected if there exists an edge between x 1,t and x 1,t in G 1 for any t. In [37] , Doshi et al. showed that minimum-entropy coloring the OR-product graph, followed by lossless compression of the colors with SW coding, yields a rate proportional to the conditional chromatic entropy, and can asymptotically reach the lower limit set out by the conditional graph entropy
where
is the set of all -colorings of the product graph.
For the decentralized model where two users communicate with a CEO attempting to losslessly compute a function, Doshi et al. gave the rate region when the problem satisfies a given zig-zag condition [19] . The key idea is to let each user do an -coloring [19] of the OR-product graph of its own source and transmits the color by a SW code.
Doshi et al. [19] showed in Theorem 16 that the rateregion for the aforementioned distributed function computation problem under the zig-zag condition is the set closure of κ, where κ is the intersection of κ for all > 0, and κ is
where the regions R t (c t
) are given by
In Theorem 18, [19] showed that the difference of the minimum sum-rate and
is the graph information of X 1 ,
Note that the right hand side of (14) is zero when X 1 and X 2 are independent. Also note that
when the sources are independent, where the graph entropy
Remark: It is interesting to notice that X 2 is actually hidden in the left hand side of (16) since the characteristic graph G is built based on both X 1 and X 2 .
Hence when the sources are independent, the rate-region is
Furthermore, as identified in [18, Corollary 1] , when the sources are independent, no edges can be missing in the characteristic graph due to the support of their joint probability distribution. In this instance, if two nodes in the characteristic graph both do not have an edge to a third common node, they both must have a common function value with this common node, and hence also do not have an edge between each other. This means that the maximal independent sets in the characteristic graph are disjoint, forming a partition of the outcomes of the random variable associated with the nodes. This in turn implies that, when the sources are independent, the graph entropy H G n (X n ) of source X n is equal to the chromatic entropy of the graph G n ,
where C(G n ) is the set of colorings of the graph G n , and hence the blocking associated with forming the or-product in (11) is not necessary to achieve the graph entropy. This matches previous results for the zero-distortion case which showed that scalar quantization followed by block entropy coding suffices to achieve the rate distortion region for the CEO problem for discrete sources [28] . Bearing (17) and (18) in mind, in the next subsection we will calculate the rate region associated with computing the extrema functions losslessly for discrete random variable observations. Of course, as explained in the introduction, for the arg-max case, the extrema functions are not uniquely defined, since any answer in the set of indices associated with those users observing the maximum value is equally correct. Hence, among all functions to compute that set the distortion to zero we will select the one which requires the minimum sum rate to compute losslessly.
B. Achievable Schemes of Determining the arg max Function
In this subsection we obtain the minimum sum-rate required for determining the arg max with identically zero-distortion, observing that simple Huffman coding achieves the fundamental limits of the sum-rates for these functions.
We first consider N users, each observing X n = (X n,t |t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, X n,t ∈ X ) and assume that X = {α 1 
. . , X N,t of these sequences, we are interested in the aggregate rate required to enable the CEO to learn aẐ A (t) in the arg max such that
Definition 1: A rate R will be said to be achievable if for every there exists T, R 1 , . . . , R N with
. , N}, and a decoder map
We say a tie happens in the arg max of the t th sources if two or more users attain the maximum value. Note that the arg max is not unique in such a case, because when a tie happens, the CEO can choose any user that achieves the maximum and will attain zero distortion. In other words, the extremization function is not uniquely determined everywhere. This will be useful when minimizing the amount of information necessary to determine this function.
Definition 2: A response from the N users is j -ambigous if there are j maximizers.
Lemma 1: The number of j -ambigous responses is
The number of possible deterministic tie-breaking arg max functions is
Proof: There are
possible responses from the N users such that i is the index of the maximum value and j is the number of maximizers. Summing over i gives the total number of j -ambgious responses. For each of these responses, we have j possible values for the candidate arg max function; if i = 1, then we have N possible values for the candidate function. Taking the product over j and making suitable changes of variable gives the result of the lemma. Remark: We have
These functions are plotted as a function of L in Fig. 3 . We see that the number of functions X N → [N] that returns the unique maximizer when there is a single maximizer and deterministically breaks ties when there are more than one maximizer is extremely large, even for small values of N and K . We are able to realize a reduction in rate over the naïve approach of each user independently Huffman encoding their observations by searching over the space of functions that are consistent with arg max (defined formally (24)) in Theorem 1. Despite the incredibly large search space, we develop a characterization of a subset of these candidate arg max functions and provide an expression for the rate acheived by these functions in Theorem 2. We establish that this rate is in fact the best possible sum rate that can be attained.
Definition 3:
, N} is a candidate arg max function if and only if
Let Z A,N be the set of all such candidate arg max functions with N inputs. For any Z ∈ Z A,N , it indicates the index of a user attaining the max.
Theorem 1: The minimum sum-rate for determining the argmax among a set of N users with zero distortion by losslessly calculating a candidate arg-max function is
where the first minimization is over all candidate arg max
functions, and C(G n (Z )) is the set of all colorings of the characteristic graph of user n w.r.t. the function Z .
Proof: According to (17) and (18), the theorem is a direct consequence of [18, Corollary 1] and [19, Th. 18 ], followed by minimization over the candidate functions defined by (24) .
In order to solve the optimizations in (25) , the following two lemmas will be useful. Throughout the discussion below, we will use {α i , α j } ∈ G to denote the existence of an edge between node α i and α j in the characteristic graph G, and use {α i , α j } ∈ G to denote that there is no such edge.
Lemma 2: For any function Z ∈ Z A,N that determines the arg max, no 3 vertices can form an independent set in its characteristic graph G n for any user n. Furthermore, only adjacent pairs of vertices {α i , α i+1 }, i ∈ {1, . . . , L − 1}, may be independent sets.
Proof: For any 3 vertices, there must exist two of them that their indices are not adjacent in number, say vertex α and vertex β, hence ∃ vertex γ , α < γ < β such that
Therefore, an edge must exist between α and β in G n (Z ), and they can not be in the same independent set.
Lemma 3: For any function Z
Proof: Without loss of generality, we suppose α < β. From the condition that {α, β} ∈ G n * (Z ), we know that
In particular, we consider the following input sequences
\{n * }, and
Begin by observing that Z ( x 2 ) = n * and Z ( x 3 ) = n since β > α and the positions associated with other users are all α. Next, we observe that Z (
, and hence there exists
such that the function result differs for x n = α and x n = β, and there is an edge between x n = α and x n = β. As we mentioned above, the minimum achievable sum-rate R A depends on how we break the ties (i.e. how we choose the candidate arg max function). Denote Z * A,N as the set of all candidate arg max functions that achieve R A , the following theorem specifies the solution to the optimization problem introduced in Theorem 1.
Theorem 2: The function (27) where
is a candidate arg max function for N ≥ 2 users such that 1) The minimum sum-rate achieved by graph coloring w.r.t.
We will begin by showing that for any function Z n ∈ Z A,n , n ∈ [N] the sum-rate under Z n will be no lower than (29) and Z * n ∈ Z * A,n . By Lemma 2 we know that only the adjacent pairs can share the same color. By applying Lemma 3 N-1 times, we know that if a neighbor pair {α i , α i+1 } are given the same color in a particular users' characteristic graph then they have to have distinct colors in all other users' graph. Therefore for all candidate arg max functions, we can have at most given characteristic graph, no two maximal independent sets can overlap. Calculating the resulting sum-rate including the pairing of all of these consecutive pairs, with the constraint that within a given users the assigned consecutive pairs can no overlap, yields (29) regardless of which users these consecutive pairs are assigned to.
Next we wish to show that the function (27) assigns the consecutive pairs {α i , α i+1 } with i odd to user 1, and consecutive pairs {α i , α i+1 } with i even to user 2. That is, we wish to show that (27) corresponds to the complementary characteristic graphs depicted in Fig. 4 , with only those edges {i, i +1} with i odd missing from G 1 , only those edges {i, i +1} with i even missing from G 2 , and G i complete for any i > 2.
Consider i odd, and let x \1 ∈ X be such that
, and the remaining conditions do not depend on x 1 given this information. Hence the edges {α i , α i+1 } for i odd are not part of the characteristic graph for user 1 G 1 . A parallel argument considering i even shows that {α i , α i+1 } for i even will be missing from the characteristic graph G 2 of user 2. Since these are the only edges collectively that can be missing from the set of characteristic graphs, the remaining graphs must be complete.
Remark: To understand how to implement this result, consider first the case that N = 2. There will be L different ties that need to be distinguished, and 2 L different candidate functions that need to be considered, and
The arg max function (27) leads to the complement characteristic graph as shown in Fig. 4 , and its sum-rate admits the interpretation
This structure can be interpreted as 2 of the N users do graph coloring by (30) , and the rest of the N − 2 users Huffman encode their own sources.
C. Computing max or (max, arg max)
We now give the fundamental limit of the sum-rate in the problem that the CEO needs to determine Z M and Z A,M respectively.
Definition 4: A function Z : X N → X is a candidate max function if and only if
Let Z M,N be the set of all such candidate max functions with N inputs. For any Z ∈ Z M,N , it indicates the max.
Let Z P,N be the set of all such candidate (arg max, max) functions with N inputs. For any Z ∈ Z P,N , it indicates both the index of a user attaining the max and the max. 
Proof: The distortion measure
Given min X > 0, Z M (t) can never be 0, the only way to make (32) 
For any node pair (α i , α j ) in user n's characteristic graph, assume i < j w.l.o.g., we will have
Therefore, the characteristic graph of user n w.r.t. any candidate max function Z is complete, and (G n ) = {{α i } : α i ∈ X }, and the graph entropy is the same as the entropy of each source. Remark: To achieve this limit, we simply need each user to Huffman encode its source.
Corollary 1: If the CEO must compute both the arg-max and max, (Z
Proof: This directly follows the proof of Theorem 3, the characteristic graph is also complete if min X > 0.
A small amount of rate savings is possible if min X = 0. 
∈ G for the characteristic graph of each source X i w.r.t. Z . The graph is not complete and the set of independent sets is (
Hence by a similar proof as in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we have
with 
where (33) is satisfied if and only if both (24) and (32) are satisfied, and hence {α i , α j } ∈ G n in user n's characteristic graph if and 
. By a similar proof as in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we have
with
and
for all n ∈ [N]\{1}.
D. Scaling in Number of Users
In order to assess the amount of rate savings achieved by recognizing that only a function of the observed data is to be computed in the non-interactive zero-distortion regime, in this subsection, we study the way the rate savings scale with the number of users N. Define the rate savings as the difference between the scheme that each user Huffman encode its source and the scheme by Theorem 2, i.e.
Theorem 6: To losslessly determine the arg max, the savings A is bounded by 
Proof: A direct consequence of Theorems 3 and 4. Proof: Observe that
As we shall see in Section VI, the lack of savings in this lossless non-interactive problem structure stands in stark contrast to an interactive setup in which it can be shown that, by allowing the CEO to communicate with the users over multiple rounds, a substantial saving in sum rate relative to the non-interactive scheme can be achieved [38] while still obtaining the answer with zero distortion and losslessly. Additionally, as we will see next in Section V, if no such interaction is allowed, substantial rate savings can still be obtained if we are willing to tolerate a small amount of loss.
V. LOSSY EXTREMIZATION
In the previous section, it was shown that having a CEO losslessly compute the max, arg max, or (max, arg max) of a set of distributed sources does not result in significant rate savings relative to simply recovering all of the sources. For applications where reducing the rate is critical, tolerating bounded estimation error may be necessary. In this section, we consider the lossy variant of the function computation problem where the CEO need not determine the function output exactly. In particular, we first bound the best achievable rate-distortion tradeoff by computing the rate-distortion curves for each of the three functions with an adapted version of the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm in Section V-B.
In addition to the discrete random variable model for the observations X n,t of the users utilized in the previous section, in keeping with the typical focus in lossy estimation on quantization, in this section we also consider the quantization of continuously distributed sources with bounded support.
Theorems developed in Section V-B show that the limits of the sum-rate distortion function for certain discrete sources arbitrarily closely approximate the sum rate distortion function for the continuous sources with bounded support. This result is used together with the adapted Blahut-Arimoto algorithm to compute the sum-rate distortion function dictating the rate required to compute the various functions up to a bounded expected distortion.
Achievable schemes for each of the three functions based on scalar quantization followed by entropy encoding are then presented in Section V-C and Section V-D. For certain problem instances, it is shown that the achievability schemes closely approximate the rate-distortion function as shown in Section V-E.
A. Determining Rate Distortion Tradeoffs for Continuous Sources as Limits of Rate Distortion Functions for Discrete Sources
As we will be interested in determining rate distortion functions for both continuous and discrete sources, in this section we will establish that for bounded continuous sources the rate distortion can be thought of a limit of rate distortion functions for a sequence of approximating discrete sources.
We first prove our discretization result for the classical single-source rate distortion function for continuous sources with bounded support. 
and a distortion metric 
and a distortion metric
that attain rate distortion pair (R, D), where 
The proof follows along the same lines as the Theorem 7.
B. Fundamental Limits-Multi-Source Blahut-Arimoto
It follows directly from Theorem 7 and Corollary 4 that a tight lower bound for the continuous source distortion rate functions for the extremization problems of interest can be computed by computing the rate distortion function for the associated CEO problem with independent discrete sources. Ku et al. [24] introduced a modified form of the Blahut Arimoto algorithm for computing the rate distortion function of the CEO problem with independent sources. In this section, we apply this algorithm to calculate the sum-rate distortion functions for lossy computing the extremization functions for a series of example distributions.
In Fig. 5 , we show example rate distortion functions for the three extremization problems for a fixed number of users N = 2 with Uniform(0, 1) sources; we also show how the rate distortion function scales with the number of users N ∈ {2, 3, 4} for the case of the arg max function. Observe that in the first three plots, the difference between the approximations of the continuous source rate distortion functions is rapidly diminishing with the discretization parameter K from Corollary 4. Looking at the fourth plot, it appears that the rate distortion function scales neglibly in the number of users. In fact, based on the performance of the SQs discussed in Section V-E (Fig. 11) , we observe that the per user rate distortion function must decrease as the number of users N grows large. Note that for our plots of rate versus distortion, we normalize the distortion by the expected value of the maximum, i.e.,
In the rest of Section V, we will discuss quantization designs for the independent CEO extremization problems with continuous source random variables. The lower bounds that we computed based on Theorem 7 and Corollary 4 (and shown in Fig. 5 ) will be used as the fundamental limits to measure the performance of the quantization schemes we propose in Section V-C and Section V-D.
C. Scalar Quantizers for arg max
In this section, we consider the design of SQs as an achievable scheme and compare their performance to computed ratedistortion functions. We first consider the case where all users are using the same quantizer and derive an expression for the resulting distortion. Using this expression, we pose two non-linear optimization problems: first, minimize distortion for a given number of quantization levels (bins), and; second, minimize distortion for a given number of bins subject to a constraint on the entropy of the quantizer output. We provide first order necessary conditions for the optimal quantizer for both non-linear optimizations. We then argue that the same distortion performance can be achieved with a smaller sum rate by utilizing different quantizers at each user. We show that the design of the heterogeneous scalar quantizer (HetSQ) can be accomplished via the same design procedure as for the homogeneous scalar quantizer (HomSQ).
Let X n : n = 1, . . . , N be the sources for the N users and let Z A be the index of the user with maximum value. The sources are continuous random variables. As before, we still assume they are i.i.d. with common PDF f (x), CDF F(x), and support set X ⊆ R + .
1) Homogeneous Scalar Quantizers:
Normally, a SQ is specified as a set of decision boundaries and reconstruction levels [39] . For the estimating the arg max, we do not need the CEO to produce estimates for X n : n = 1, . . . , N or even X Z A (i.e., the value of the maximum source). We can therefore specify the quantizer with just a set of decision boundaries where 0 inf X and K sup X . Let U n ∈ {1, . . . , K } indicate the interval in which user n's observed value lies. The CEO will pick user n if U n > U n for all n = n and will randomly pick a user from arg max n U n otherwise; we denote the estimate so obtained as XẐ A . For notational brevity, we define the following:
For a given number of intervals K , the decision boundaries = { k : k = 0, . . . , K } that minimize the expected distortion are given by the solution to the following non-linear optimization:
In Section V-E, we solved for the optimal decision boundaries by setting all the Lagrange multipliers to zero and solving (71). Depending upon the distribution, (71) can be solved exactly or with a non-linear solver.
b) Entropy-constrained minimum distortion: Next, we shift to minimizing the distortion subject to a rate constraint in the form of entropy, providing the decision boundaries for a entropy coded scalar quantizer.
The interval U n that the n-th user's observed value lies in is a discrete random variable with probability mass function given by p = ( p k : k = 1, . . . , K ) and the entropy of U n is H (U n ) = − K k=1 p k log 2 p k . The total rate needed for the N users to report their intervals is then
by the i.i.d. assumption of the sources and the homogeneity of the quantizers. 
Lemma 4:
Proof:
We now consider the problem of minimizing the distortion subject to an upper limit on the sum rate.
In general, this problem is not convex. To see this, consider X n ∼ Exp(λ) and a single threshold (two intervals: [0, ), [ , ∞)). Fig. 6 shows a plot of D( ) (top) and R( ) (bottom) as is swept from inf X to sup X . For R 0 = 1.75 bits, the range of infeasible is shown as a filled area under the rate and distortion curves and we see that the set of feasible is non-convex.
Theorem 9: If { * k : k = 0, . . . , K } is an optimal solution to (77), then there exists μ * k ≥ 0 for k = 1, . . . , K and μ R ≥ 0 such that
Proof: The Lagrangian associated with this problem is
Taking the derivative w.r.t. k gives
The result follows from setting the above equal to zero and complementary slackness. Remark: Solving for the optimal entropy constrained quantizer is more difficult than solving for the minimum distortion quantizer. Depending upon the given values of R 0 and K , the decision boundaries may collapse and the associated Lagrange multipliers need no longer be identically zero. A general solution technique for (78) is beyond the scope of the present paper; generalizations to both Lloyd's and Max's algorithms for entropy constrained quantizer design are presented in [40] .
2) Heterogeneous Scalar Quantizers: It is somewhat intuitive to suppose that because the sources are i.i.d., the quantizers at each user should be identical. For symmetric functions (e.g., max), Misra et al. consider only the design of the quantizer for a single user [31] . When the function is not symmetric (e.g., arg max as in our case), the assumption of HomSQ is in fact not true.
Theorem 10: For an optimal HomSQ
HetSQ that achieves the same distortion with rate
and p 0 = 0 and p K +1 = 0. Proof: We think of HomSQ as approximating the continous distribution with a discrete one and then losslessly computing the arg max of the quantization bin indices. This is exactly the problem considered in Section IV. From Theorem 2, we know that fewer than R HomS Q ( ) bits are needed to enable the CEO to losslessly determine arg max of the bin indices. In the proof of Theorem 2, a code is constructed by coloring the vertices of the associated characteristic graphs for each user and entropy coding the vertex colors. The rate savings comes by allowing a pair of consecutive bin indices for a user to be assigned the same color, provided the pair of indices are assigned different colors for every other user. We can compute the colors directly, by observing that if a pair of consecutive bin indices are being assigned the same color we are merging the underlying bins into one larger bin for that user only. As was shown in Fig. 7 , the design of HetSQ from HomSQ for argmax is exactly the problem considered in Section IV.
Remark: As was shown in Theorem 6, the total rate savings for losslessly determinging the arg max of a discrete distribution is at most 2 bits. Therefore, the rate savings of HetSQs versus HomSQs is also at most 2 bits and the savings per user goes to zero as the number of users is increased.
For HetSQ, when N = 2 and K = 2 only one of the sources is sending back a bit. We can use results from rate-distortion for the Bernoulli( p) source with Hamming distortion to trace out the low-rate/high-distortion segment of the trade-off curve.
Lemma 5: The expected value of the estimator when a lossy source code is used to communicate the output HetSQ for N = 2 and K = 2 to the CEO is given by
and the rate is given by
We assume that user 1 is sending the single indicator bit to the CEO w.l.o.g. and model this as a Bernoulli( p 2 ) source with p 2 = P (X 1 ≥ ) and Hamming distortion D H . The rate-distortion function for this subproblem is given by (84). The test channel that achieves this is a binary symmetric channel (BSC)(D H ) with inputX ∼ Bernoulli(p). From this we obtain an expression for the joint probability mass function (pmf) P X = x,X =x from which we can derive (82).
Remark: Observe that for D H = 0, we obtain the same expression as (157) for N = 2 and K = 2 and for
D. Deriving Optimal HetSQ
Having considered SQs as an acheivable scheme for lossy determination of the arg max of a set of distributed sources, we investigate the use of SQs for the scenarios where the max and the pair (arg max, max) need to be determined. As was shown in the previous section, the assumption of homogeneity of the quantizers leads to suboptimal performance for arg max. For the other two functions, we will immediately consider the design of HetSQs.
We begin by formally stating the design process that was used implicitly in the previous section, which is depicted in Fig. 8 .
Let X n represent the source value of user n, n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. The quantizer for user n breaks its support X into K intervals indexed by k n ∈ {1, . . . ,
Let U n be the index of the quantization interval that user n's source value X n is in (i.e., U n = k n if X n ∈ n,k n −1 , n,k n ) and let U = (U n : n ∈ 1, . . . , N). First, the Bayes estimatorẑ(U) which minimizes the expected distortion given the quantization indices U is found by solvinĝ
as a function of the decision boundaries = n,k n : k n ∈ {1, . . . , K } and the common CDF F X (x) of the sources. Next, the expected distortion of the Bayes estimator is expressed in terms of the decision boundaries levels and the distribution of the source
Finally, this expression is optimized to yield the minimum distortion HetSQ for a given number of quantization levels K
The resulting sum-rate distortion pair for each K is then (R K , D K ) where
which assumes that the quantization indices U n will be block Huffman coded so as to approach a rate equal to their entropy. This process has been carried out for the case of N = 2 users, and, via Lagrangian optimization techniques, complicated analytical expressions have been obtained for D( ), the performance of the Bayes estimator, for each of the three extrema functions of interest and their distortion, c.f. [41, and their proofs. These analytical expressions for D( ) are too complicated to further optimize w.r.t. in closed form, but are directly amenable to numerical minimization for, e.g., the uniform distribution, as we demonstrate in the examples in the next section.
Note that this analysis does not consider the more complicated case of entropy constrained scalar quantization as the simpler minimum distortion quantizers already require calculations that are somewhat dense, and also, as we show in the next section, for the sources of interest, yield rate distortion tradeoffs close to the fundamental limits.
E. Examples
In this section, we consider two different continuous distributions for the sources and compare the performance of HomSQ, homogeneous entropy-constrained scalar quantization (ECSQ), and HetSQ.
Example 4 (arg max, N = 2, Uniform(0, 1)): When X 1 , X 2 ∼ Uniform(0, 1), for the case of HomSQ, we have *
as a solution to (71). As expected, the optimal quantizer for a uniform distribution is uniform. Substituting into the expressions for distortion and rate we obtain
By evaluating the expression in [41, Th. 6] and further simplifying as in the example on [41] , pp. 135, one can obtain an expression for D( ) which can be numerically optimized over the quantization levels in order to yield the optimal, minimum distortion, HetSQ. Fig. 9a shows the per user rate and the normalized distortion of both HomSQ, staggered HetSQ, and the optimal HetSQ along with a numerically computed approximation of the rate-distortion function for function arg max. Interestingly, while the approach of staggering HomSQ decision boundaries across users to effect potentially suboptimal HetSQ design, we observe here that the optimal HetSQ we have derived yields nearly identical performances, at least for the two user case under investigation. Here, a large improvement is achieved by passing between the HomSQ and HetSQ designs. Finally, we observe that the designed practical scalar scheme is right up against the fundamental overhead performance tradeoff.
Example 5 (max, N = 2, Uniform(0, 1)): By evaluating the expression in [41, Th. 5] for N = 2 users and Uniform(0, 1), then further simplifying as in the example on [41, pp. 131], one can obtain an expression for D( ) for computing max which can be numerically optimized over the quantization levels in order to yield the optimal, minimum distortion, HomSQ and HetSQ. Fig. 9b shows the per user rate and normalized distortion for HomSQ and HetSQ along with a numerically computed approximation of the rate-distortion function for estimating the max of two distributed users with sources distributed Uniform(0, 1). Numerically optimizing the expected distortion for HomSQ and HetSQ yields rate-distortion pairs (R K , D K ) that are nearly identical. The achievable SQ schemes are not particularly far from the fundamental limit, roughly within a bit, leaving only a small gain possible from a better designed scalar or vector quantizer. arg max, max) . The rate-distortion performance of HomSQ and HetSQ is compared to the rate-distortion function. For the purposes of comparison, we have included a trendline for the rate distortion function plus a bit. in the example on [41, pp. 142-144] , one can obtain an expression for D( ) for computing max, arg max which can then be numerically optimized over the quantization levels in order to yield the optimal, minimum distortion HomSQ and HetSQ. Fig. 9c shows the per user rate and normalized distortion for HomSQ and HetSQ along with a numerically computed approximation of the rate-distortion function for estimating both the arg max and max of two distributed users with sources distributed Uniform(0, 1). Unlike the previous example (estimating just the max), we do observe that HetSQ has a better performance than HomSQ although the improvement is not as marked as for estimating arg max. Additionally, we observe that again both designs are roughly within one bit of the rate distortion function.
Example 7 (arg max, N > 2, Uniform(0, 1)): We now consider the design of a HomSQ for estimating the arg max from N > 2 sources i.i.d. Uniform(0, 1). From (157) we obtain the following expression for the expected distortion
from which we solve for optimal quantizer parameter * * N−1 Fig. 10 shows the per user rate and normalized distortion for HomSQ and the staggered HetSQ derived from the optimal HomSQ for estimating the arg max of a collection of distributed users with sources i.i.d. Uniform(0, 1). The left subplot is for N = 2 users, the middle subplot for N = 4 users, and N = 8 users. We observe immediately that the performance gains of the staggered HetSQ over HomSQ diminish as the number of users increases. Additionally, while the zero rate distortion is increasing in the number of users, we observe that the required rate per user to acheive a specified normalized distortion is non-montonic in the number of users. For example, fixing D = 0.01 we observe per user rate for HomSQ is 2.32 bits for N = 2, 2.32 bits for N = 4, and 1.86 bits for N = 8. The per user rate for HetSQ is 1.52 bits for N = 2, 1.95 bits for N = 4, and 1.71 bits for N = 8.
Computing the rate distortion bounds becomes computationally expensive for a larger number of users N; however, we can investigate the scaling behavior of the presented achievable schemes for a wider range of N. We see in Fig. 11 that there is very little difference between the curves for N = 2 and N = 4, which matches with the behavior observed in Fig. 5 . For larger values of N, we see that the per-user rate required to obtain a given distortion rapidly decreases with N. This proves in turn that the rate distortion function must also posses this property.
Our investigation of the rate distortion tradeoff for the CEO to compute the extremization functions in a lossy manner was motivated by the minimal rate savings shown in Fig. 11 . Comparison of the rate-distortion tradeoff for optimal HomSQ as the number of users is increased.
Section IV. Shown in Table III are the rate savings of SQ for a small increase in tolerable distortion when the sources are distributed Uniform(0, 1). We see an average savings of about 43% accoss SQ type and number of users. We conclude that by incurring small increase in estimation error, a significant rate savings can be realized, and, further, that the required rate per user rapidly diminishes as the number of users is increased (cf. Fig. 11 ).
VI. INTERACTIVE EXTREMIZATION
Comparing with the straightforward scheme in which each user uses a SW code to forward its observations to the CEO to enable it to learn the arg max, we showed in Section IV that it is possible to save some rate by applying graph coloring. However we showed that the maximum possible such savings is small: one can save at most 2 bits for independent and identically distributed sources and the per user saving as the number of users goes to infinity will be 0. This motivated us to investigate other coding strategies capable of delivering a larger reduction in rate. While the previous section considered strategies that enabled this rate reduction by relaxing the requirement that the CEO compute the extremizations perfectly to computing them in a lossycomputation problems [13] . Here, we will apply interactive communication to the extremization problems, and show that a large reduction in rate is possible relative to the non-interactive lossless limits presented in Section IV. We will demonstrate that through interaction we can obtain substantial rate savings.
In particular, inspired by the selective multiuser diversity (SMUD) [35] scheme as well as the multipredefined thresholds [36] scheme which is an extension of SMUD, we propose here the Multi-Thresholds Interactive Scheme (MTIS) between the CEO and the users that efficiently encodes the feedback necessary for the lossless computation of the extremization problems. We show that the MTIS achieves a large reduction in the rate when interaction is utilized when compared with the rate results of Theorem 1 in Section IV in which each user sends its own message to the CEO by graph coloring.
Here we will model the observations of the users as identically distributed discrete random variables with support set
The users each initially occupy a fraction of a bandwidth to communicate to the CEO. The CEO knows the user index and the part of the bandwidth that it corresponds to at the beginning. The interactive communication will occur over multiple rounds indexed by ω. During each round, only a subset of the users called the online users will participate in the communication, and the CEO will know which users are offline by the information it exchanges with the online users. For instance, in the arg max case, a user remains online only while it is still possible to be the arg max based on the information it has received up until this round, and is offline otherwise. The part of communication bandwidth associated with offline users is freed up for use by other communications and is thus not wasted. During round ω, given the CDF F ω (x), the support set
and the N ω conditioned on the information that the CEO obtained about the online users thus far, it will determine and send a common message V ω to declare a threshold to each of the online users, and each online user n responds with a message U n ω to let the CEO know whether or not it is above this threshold for all n ∈ [N ω ]. The user will stay online for the next round if it feeds back a 1. Alternatively, if a user feeds back a 0, but the next threshold λ ω+1 is lower than λ ω (which indicating that all users replied 0 at round ω), it will also stay online, otherwise this user becomes offline. After receiving all of the feedback bits, the CEO can obtain the information F ω+1 (x), X ω+1 and N ω+1 for next round's communication.
If there is only one user above the threshold λ at the round , this user is the arg max and the communication process stops.
Algorithm 1: Muti-Thresholds Interactive Scheme
Result: Let the CEO decide the arg max initialization: number of online users N 1 = N, the support set and the CDF of the discrete source random variables
CEO sends threshold λ ω to all users step 2) online users generate the parameters X ω and F ω (x) according to (94) (95), and decide to stay online or not step 3) online users send U n ω = 1 x n ≥λ for all n ∈ [N ω ] step 4) CEO generates the parameters N ω+1 ,X ω+1 and F ω+1 (x) according to (94) (95) Similarly, if |X | = 1, then all of the online users in the next round attain the max, and the communication process stops since the CEO can pick any one of these users to be the arg max. If more than one online user replies a 1, then conditioned on all the information received thus far, the new channel distribution parameters for the next round are
While if all users reply 0, then conditioned on all the information received thus far at the CEO, the new channel distribution parameters for the next round are
The threshold for next round can be generated based on the new information. Hence the algorithm of MTIS operates as follows.
A. Analysis
Our aim in this subsection is to determine the optimal choice of the thresholds in the interactive scheme in the sense of minimizing the average total amount of rates must incur.
Define R to be the total expected number of overhead bits exchanged when using the series of threshold levels λ 1 , λ 2 , · · · , and define R * to be
It is clear that R * will be a function of the initial number of users N 1 (all of whom are initially online) and X 1 . We will need the following theorem to solve the optimization problem.
Theorem 11: Problem (96) is a dynamic programming problem.
Proof: We first show there will be a finite stop for (96). The threshold λ ω is picking from the support set of the sources
. After each round of communication, the support set will be updated to either α ω 1 , . . . , λ ω or λ ω , . . . , α ω L(ω) , hence the size of the support set is monotone decreasing. Therefore only a finite number of rounds is needed to decrease the support set to have cardinality 1, and then the communication stops.
Also, we observe that if policy λ * 1 , · · · , λ * is the optimal choice of thresholds for initial condition
and F 1 (x) then the truncated policy λ * ω , · · · , λ * will be the optimal choice of thresholds for initial condition
and F ω (x), and thus the problem has the form of a dynamic programming problem.
In order to solve this problem, we begin with a one round analysis in which we assume to pick λ ω as the threshold for round ω and that the thresholds after round ω have been optimized already. Define R ω (λ ω ) as the expected aggregate rate from round ω to the end, then
where the first term represents the minimum number of bits needed to let the users know the threshold in round ω, the second term represents the total number of bits of feedback from the N ω users, and the last term represents the expected rate cost for future rounds which can be further expressed as
where p n represents the probability of n users reply 1 at round ω. The optimal choice of threshold at round ω then must satisfy
(97) (98) and (99) together form a policy iteration algorithm [42] for this dynamic programming problem.
B. Thresholds vs. Number of Users
Let us now consider several possible methods of encoding the threshold, and hence several possible values for the quantity
Based on SW codes, the minimum information the CEO needs to broadcast should be the conditional entropy of the threshold given all previous knowledges that the online users have.
For the purposes of comparison, and ease of the associated algorithm encoder design, let us also consider two additional coding strategies which are easy to implement. We will see that these two strategies also require less communication than the non-interaction scheme. The first strategy is to encode the threshold with no conditioning
Motivated by the idea that the users may calculate the optimal choice of threshold themselves rather than receiving it, we provide the second strategy that the BS broadcasts the number of currently online users. Observe that the optimal policy λ * ω at each round is determined by the information the CEO has, including
. We show that it is enough to let the users calculate the threshold by broadcasting N ω by induction.
Theorem 12: The number of online users N ω is a sufficient statistic of the optimal threshold λ * ω . Proof: (97) (98) (99) show that the CEO determines the λ * ω by the information of {(F i (x), X i , N i ) : i ∈ [ω]}, hence it suffices to show that the users can learn F ω (x) and X ω by knowing N ω at round ω. We prove it by induction. At round 1, each user has the CDF F 1 (x), the support set
and its own value x n , hence the optimal threshold λ * 1 can be calculated after receiving the initial number of the online users N 1 . Suppose that at round ω − 1 the users successfully compute the threshold λ * ω−1 by the information N ω−1 ,
. Now at round ω for any user n ∈ [N ω−1 ], if it receives N ω = N ω−1 and its value is below the threshold λ ω−1 which means it replied a 0 at previous round, then it knows that every user must be below the previous threshold and X ω = {α
, λ * ω−1 }; similarly if it receives N ω = N ω−1 and its value is above the threshold λ ω−1 , then it knows that every user must be above the previous threshold and
Therefore the X ω can be renewed at each user by the following rules
Note that the user will turn offline if N ω < N ω−1 and λ * ω−1 > x n and stay online otherwise. The updated CDF F ω (x) can be get by (94) (95) once X ω has been renewed. Therefore, the threshold λ * ω can be determined after each user receiving the N ω .
C. Results-Interaction in the arg max Case
Having identified the policy iteration form of the problem of minimizing the expected aggregate rate exchanged for the MTIS scheme for determining the user with the arg max, we now solve the policy iteration for the various methods of communicating the thresholds. We will measure the amount of communication required in each case and compare with the amount of information which must be transmitted without interaction. As we mentioned before, (97) (98) (99) can be solved by iteration with the boundary condition
if N ω = 1 or |X ω | = 1. Fig. 12a, 12b , 16a, 16b, 13, 14a and 14b present the number of bits communicated under the various schemes when the sources are uniformly distributed. Fig. 12a compares the bits communicated by MTIS, with SW coded thresholds achieving the conditional entropies (97), and the non-interactive scheme with N 1 = 8, while Fig. 12b performs the same comparison with X 1 = 64. From both figures we can see significant rate savings through interaction when calculating the arg max.
As mentioned in previous subsection, we suggested two simple encoding strategies for the base station to broadcast which include Huffman encoding the λ * ω with no conditioning on previous thresholds and Huffman encoding the N ω . Fig. 13 shows the number of bits that must be exchanged when these methods are used. The strategy of sending the threshold outperforms the strategy of sending the number of users in the situation that the initial number N 1 is large; while when N 1 is small, the latter shows better performance. The minimum between these two schemes requires an amount of communication close to the best scheme, which SW encodes the thresholds. 
D. Results-max and (argmax, max) Case
We can also apply the achievable interaction scheme in the problem that the exact maximum value need to be decided as well as the problem that both the max and arg max need to be decided, following the same analysis as (94) to (99) with the only difference being the boundary conditions. Instead of (102), we will have the following condition for determining the max and the pair
For the problem that the CEO wants to learn the max or the pair (max, arg max), Fig. 14a compares the bits communicated by MTIS, with SW coded thresholds achieving the conditional entropies (97), and the non-interactive scheme with N 1 = 8, while Fig. 14b performs the same comparison with X 1 = 16. Note that case 1 and case 3 share the same boundary conditions and hence have the same rates because once the CEO knows the maximum value, it can pick any one of the online users that achieves the maximum. Also note that by Theorem 3, the one-way fundamental limit of determining the max is N H (X) because we have selected min X > 0.
E. Scaling Laws
We have shown for the lossless non-interactive communication, one can have at most 2 bits saving for the arg max case, and the per user saving goes to 0 as the number of users goes to infinity. Now we will see our proposed interactive scheme will exhibit a better scaling law.
Theorem 13: For the case that two users each observe uniformly distributed independent discrete sources, the aggregate expected rate required to losslessly determine the arg max by interactive communication satisfies
Proof: We will derive an upper bound on the amount of information exchanged by MTIS by choosing non-optimal thresholds and transmitting N ω instead of the threshold. The users, instead of computing λ * ω by dynamic programming, will always pick the median of X ω as the threshold and send a 1 bit message indicating whether its observation is in {α ω
where λ − ω is the nearest level to λ ω that λ − ω < λ ω . The CEO then also replies a 1 bit message indicating whether or not the two users are in the same region. The communication process stops if the two users are not in the same region, otherwise the problem degenerates to a 2-user arg max problem with support set shrinking to a half of the original size. Define R(L) as the expected aggregate rate by this interactive scheme with support set {α 1 , . . . , α L } in the 2-user arg-max problem.
R(L)
Where the 2 in (106) stands for the 2 bits communicated by the two users in this round, the 1 stands for the replied bit from the CEO, and the last term stands for the case that both users either reply 1 or 0. As (102) suggests, we have R(1) = 0, hence for any
where 2 m−1 ≤ L ≤ 2 m , and therefore 
We propose an interactive scheme which will derive an upper bound on the amount of information exchanged by MTIS by choosing λ = max X . Define R U (X , N) as the expected aggregate rate of this scheme, we know R U ≥ R * , and
where the first two terms in the last equation stand for the expected rate cost for future rounds, p L = P(X = α L ), H (X) stands for the bits required to send the threshold Hence by (29) , and the fact that lim
F. Comparison With Other Interactive Schemes
As an interesting point of comparison, we compare the MTIS with another two interactive schemes. Both of the two schemes are given in [13] as examples that show interaction can enable rate savings relative to non-interactive schemes in distributed function computation problems. In both schemes, it is assumed that when the user sends an message, the CEO knows without cost which user this message is from. Additionally, in the first scheme, referred to as Relay Interactive Scheme (RIS), the users transmit sequentially with one user transmitting at a time for reception by the next user. The second scheme, called Non-Broadcasting Interactive Scheme (NBIS), has an additional constraint that all communication must occur between the CEO and users and the CEO can only communicate to one user at a time. Here we illustrate the schemes for 3 users. Pseudocode for the two schemes is provided in Algorithms 2 and 3 respectively. Note that both of the two schemes require computing the max function, therefore by Theorem 3, no rate can be saved by graph coloring. As was shown in Fig. 15 , in the first scheme, referred to as Relay Interactive Scheme (RIS), the users transmit sequentially with one user transmitting at a time for reception by the next user.
In Fig. 16a and Fig. 16b , we see that for uniformly distributed sources, the NBIS has better performance than MTIS when there is only two users. For most of the cases, the MTIS utilizes fewer overhead bits than the other two schemes. In summary, we observe from Fig. 12a -Fig. 16b that the MTIS provides a substantial saving in sum rate relative to the the non-interactive scheme as well as the RIS and the NBIS while still obtaining the answer losslessly. In fact, we observe from Theorem 14 that the per-user rate goes to 1 as the number of users goes to infinity, which is a very large reduction relative to the minimum necessary communication if non-interaction is required.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered resource allocation problems in which a resource controller needs to compute an extremization function (one or both of the functions max, arg max) over a series of N remote users. Designs were developed that minimized the amount of information exchange necessary for this remote function computation. We first showed that, in most of the cases where the extremization must be computed losslessly, at most two bits can be saved relative to the direct scheme in which the users simply forward their metrics to the controller which computes the function. In contrast to this lossless case, we observed that substantial rate savings can be achieved if the controller tolerates even a small amount of distortion in computing the function. In particular, we developed simple quantizers for remote extremization whose rate distortion performance closely matches the optimal rate distortion curve. Alternatively, if no distortion can be tolerated, we demonstrate that substantial rate savings can still be achieved if the controller and the users are allowed to interactively communicate. An attractive feature of both the interactive and lossy paradigms for remote extremization is that the rate saving obtained improve with the number of users. An important direction for future work is to further reduce the rate necessary via lossy interactive computation, by building a hybrid combining the developed lossy and interactive schemes.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 6
Proof: By Theorem 2 we have
Hence,
B. Proof of Corollary 2
Proof: By Theorem 3, we get no savings if min X > 0. By Theorem 4, if min X = 0, we have
C. Proof of Theorem 7
Proof: Given a continuous source X with X = [x min , x max ] and PDF f (x), the expected distortion is
where we denotex = g( Q( x)) by Q( x) for convenience, and
Now let Q K that uniformly quantizes X with K intervals, i.e.
Let g K that maps the intervals to the reconstruction levels, i.e. 
The discrete random variable Y K by discretizing X is then defined on the support set
with PMF
Let y K = y K ,t : t ∈ [T ] , the discrete quantizer
The distortion D K for quantization Q d K will be
Let Q K (·) quantize x element wise as Q K does. In addition, let
be a subset of X T that maps to y K by Q K (·), where 
For any T-fold vector quantization Q(·), we then have the following statements:
1) ∀ 1 > 0, ∃ a large enough K 1 and a uniform quantization Q K 1 such that ∀ x ∈ S 1 ( y K 1 )
2) ∀ 2 > 0, ∃ a large enough K 2 and a uniform quantization Q K 2 such that
3) ∀ 3 > 0, ∃ a large enough K 3 and a uniform quantization Q K 3 such that
where (135) holds since d(·) is continuous on S 1 ( y K ); (136) holds since d( x,x) has a finite number (i.e. m) of discontinuous points on X T ×X , and for given = 2/m > 0, there must exist a large enough K 2 such that when S 2 ( y K 2 ) = ∅,
hence
Now we prove (137) also holds. Given a continuous quantizer
a point x ∈ X T is a boundary point w.r.t. Q if for any > 0 there exist x 1 ∈ X T , x 1 = x such that
and Q( x 1 ) = Q( x).
Let f ( x) be a bounded PDF which is defined on X T ⊂ R T with X = (x min , x max ). For a continuous quantizer
let B( Q) be the set of all boundary points w.r.t. Q(·). Since every k-dimensional subspace of R T must have measure zero if k < T , by the definition of measure zero, we have that for any > 0, there exist open cubes U 1 , U 2 , . . . such that B( Q) ⊆ ∪ ∞ i=1 U i , and
Hence
In other words, the boundaries of the quantization levels have probability measure 0.
Therefore, for any > 0 and any T , there exists K ≥ max{K 1 , K 2 , K 3 } such that
D. Proof of Theorem 8
Taking the derivative w.r.t. i gives
This partial derivation can be evaluated by applying Lemma 6, Lemma 7, and Lemma 8. The result then follows from setting the above equal to zero and complementary slackness. 
The expected value of the estimated arg max when using HomSQs with K intervals is
Proof: The optimal Bayes estimator will select one of the users that reports being in the highest interval. 
The last step follows from observing 
Recall that for a collection of i.i.d. random variables X n : n ∈ [N]), the CDF of maximum Z = max n X n is given as
We see then that an alternative and more intuitive way to view (157) is given as
Lemma 8:
Proof: We re-write (157) as
and take derivatives
If k = K − 1, the above becomes
The above follows from recognizing that F K = 1 and we see that the expression for k = K − 1 holds for k = K − 1. Corollary 6: For N = 2, the above simplifies to
